Biochemical signaling networks decode temporal patterns of synaptic input.
Synapses exhibit a wide repertoire of responses to different temporal patterns of synaptic input. Many of these responses are expressed as short and long-term changes in synaptic strength. Electrical properties of channels and calcium buildup can account for rapid aspects of pattern decoding, but it is not clear how more complex input patterns, especially those lasting over many minutes, could be discriminated. This paper shows that a network of signaling pathways can discriminate between complex input patterns lasting tens of minutes, and can give rise to distinct combinatorial patterns of biochemical signaling activity in pathways involved in synaptic change. Regulatory signaling input can alter and even reverse the strengths of responses to input patterns. Thus the synaptic signaling network may function as a temporal decoder that transforms patterns from the time domain into the domain of chemical signaling. This may underlie different synaptic responses to different stimulus patterns.